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Notes for DE10-Nano Users 

As the manufacturer of DE10-Nano, we noticed in many MiSTer projects, the SDRAM daughter card and I/O 

board the users choose to connect DE10-Nano with are either homemade or supplied by other brands, 

therefore the quality varies. Unfortunately, sometimes incompatibility issue does arise when the timing 

closure becomes marginal. In other cases, irreversible damage on the FPGA I/O of DE10-Nano was found 

resulting from mishandling. 

 

If you are planning to buy or make your own SDRAM or I/O daughter card for the MiSTer FPGA project, we 

highly recommend you to read the following first. 

 

1. Before connect your DE10-Nano to any daughter card, please first follow \DE10-

Nano_v.x.x.x_HWrevC_SystemCD\Manual\Getting_Started_Guide.pdf to make sure the HPS side and 

the FPGA hardware of the main board are fully functional. Only then are you ready to test your MiSTer 

project.  

If any part of the hardware is not functional during the initial test, please email Terasic support staff at 

support@terasic.com immediately and do NOT proceed to test the MiSTer project. 

2. There are no notches/dents on 40pin connectors, so pay attention how you plug the daughter boards! 

It's also easy to plug it backward or shifted - this may damage DE10-nano board upon power up. Make 

sure PIN1 on one board is matched to PIN1 on other board before the DE10-Nano board is turned on. 

3. Do NOT plug in or out the SDRAM or I/O daughter card while the power is still on. 

4. Avoid letting any metallic object come in contact with the DE10-Nano board, SDRAM or I/O daughter 

cards while they are in use. Electric charge could lead to short circuit and damage the hardware 

permanently. 

5. Before starting your own project, read the MiSTer FPGA project instruction provided on github 

(https://github.com/MiSTer-devel/Hardware_MiSTer) 

 

Important notice: Before implementing your MiSTer project on DE10-Nano, please run the official user-

acceptance testing provided by Terasic on the hardware. If you have any concern or question toward the 

quality of the kit received, please contact us immediately. We will consider the user has approved the quality 

of DE10-Nano once a homemade or other third-party daughter card is connected to the main board. 


